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Yura Adams 
    
Deep Dive, 2013, oil on canvas, 31 x 23”

Deep Dive was painted thinking about the instincts of a mother 
and the reeling and overpowering reaction of nature to our 
messy wake. A fresh girl stands on detritus. It is mans’ junk 
and she is of nature. Less specific and deeper is the ambiguity 
created with intuitive painting.

Robert Barthelmes         

Goldenrod, 2006, watercolor, 30 x 22”

This painting, one of a series, presents the conflict between modern 
commercial development and the natural environment. Mankind’s 
encroachment threatens the very ecosystems on which we depend. 
The flora and fauna struggle at the edges of commercial sprawl but 
they can only survive if we learn to live in harmony with nature.

Harry Bartnick

Small Trespass #1, 1999-2004, oil on canvas mounted on birch
plywood, 10.75 x 9.5” 

The paintings of the Humanoma  series may at first appear to be 
microscopic views of infection or scarring on otherwise healthy living 
tissue. Closer inspection reveals invasive strip mines, forest clear cuts, 
industrial parks, housing developments, oil wells, and other rapacious 
human activities, recontextualized by a distant, aerial viewpoint.



Reem Bassous

The View, 2013, acrylic, wood varnish and fireworks on 
canvas, 11 x 14”

Rooted in my memories of the Lebanese Civil War, 
I investigate the haunting images of my youth in 
Beirut while the city was predominated by war and 
political uncertainty. My work offers insight into what 
I witnessed firsthand; ammunition smoke turning a 
once-blue sky an ashen gray. 

Diane Burko

Antarctica (Night), 2013, oil on canvas, 20 x 20”
Antarctica (Day), 2013, oil on canvas, 20 x 20”

My artistic practice is located at the intersection of 
Art and Science bringing attention to the urgent 
issues of climate change. I translate scientific data into 
paint through experience - recently witnessing the 
environment from both poles. The paintings here are 
about Antarctica where dramatic ice melt is occurring. 

Julie Combal

Edging Closer 1, 2010, Newton Creek water and surface 
sludge on arches paper, 20 x 16”

Over the past few years, I have worked in polluted 
waterways placing surfaces (canvas, paper, fabric) into 
the water. These surfaces absorb the pollution and the 
currents of the water create lines and shapes upon the 
surface, communicating the water’s current physical 
state.

                                             SHIFTING ECOLOGIES

One of the natural conditions of life is the alteration — sometimes subtle, often overt — of 

our environment. Industrial and technological expansion are triggering drastic environmental 

changes often resulting in mutations, diseases and pollutants. These ecological transformations 

impact everything, from the lives of bacteria to the biological processes spanning the entire 

globe. The overall destruction of our earth from global warming, ozone depletion, acid rain, 

genetic engineering and toxic waste threatens our survival and way of life. The earth struggles 

to adapt to the imposed conditions and faces a succession of challenges without any certainty 

that it may sustain itself.

The word “ecology” was coined by Ernst Haeckel in 1878 and originates from the Greek word 

oikos meaning house or household. Haeckel, a naturalist, biologist, philosopher, physician, 

professor and artist, expanded the meaning to include habitats. From habitats the word has 

come to mean the study of the environment: addressing scientifically the interrelationships of 

living creatures, and their conditions including the biological and physical sciences.

The artists included in this exhibition, embrace a culture of ecology and a sense of responsibility 

for defending the environment. William McDonough, a leader in promoting sustainability has 

said, “If everything that is received from the earth can be freely given back, without causing 

harm to any living system: this is ecology.” Artists may address the subject with on-site rigor 

and activism or they may address it with detached formalism and the language of painting. This 

exhibition is a survey of the way artists are reacting to the current ecology of our planet and our 

ecological crisis and challenge.



Peggy Cyphers

Feral Icon, 2013, acrylic, silk screen on mylar, 15 x 11”

My Animal Spirit Icons find inspiration in Darwinian and Buddhist 
philosophies of inter-species connections. Through painting I 
create my inter-species performance. The resulting images  nestle 
creatures in geological patterns, weaving vibratory spaces that are 
metaphors for our place in the universe. Experiencing nature in all 
its complexity encourages reflection on the astounding beauty 
and vulnerability of the universe. 

Isobel Davis

Earth’s Flotsam, 2013, sunprint (cyanotype), 22 x 30”

Earth’s Flotsam examines life in transition in the ecotone, a zone 
where ecosystems intersect leading to explosive biodiversity.  
Nature’s creativity at the edges is an instructive counterpoint to 
doom-and-gloom climate scenarios. My cyanotypes record the 
variable effects of sun and weather, embodying the energy and 
aliveness of this transition zone. 

Ford Crull

Biomorphic Landscape #2, 1993, oil, oil stick, graphite, paper, wood, 
30 x 22”

Nature exists in a perpetual state of transformation. This has been 
exacerbated, altered, and redefined by man’s relentless effort to 
control the environment. And not necessarily for the good of the 
earth, but for profits (Monsanto) and by age old belief systems 
(fear of animals, i.e. wolves).  My work often mirrors this sensibility 
in terms of the ambiguous symbols and pictograms that I use to 
explore this contrived bio-evolution. 

Kristy Deetz

Somnambulists, 2014, acrylic on canvas, 20 x 20 x 1.5”

Somnambulists depicts distorted, onesie-clad beings sleep-
walking under a full moon. In varying emotional states the 
hollow-eyed creatures merge into or out of a stark, minimalist 
landscape. Are they unable to wake up from their own or 
someone else’s nightmare, or are they both cause and casualty 
of ecological disaster?

Pat Durr

Residual Traces, 2009, mixed media collagraph with watercolor, 
15 x 22” 

My artworks document detritus of urban-industrial environ-
ments, which is overwhelming our natural environment. This 
waste, transformed by human intervention, of no artistic 
prestige, carries the history of its usage. The Residual Traces 
examines the material and ideological parameters of our 
lives, the history of our consumption, our choices and our 
mistakes. 

Valentina DuBasky

Himalayan Flowers & Branches, 2013, mixed media on silk and 
paper, 18  x 14” 

In the Flower Archaeology Paintings, I respond to the evolution 
of flowers and their representation in ancient cave paintings. 
The painting series depicts ancient flowering plants, including 
spotted orchids, magnolias, ferns, gingko and grasses, that 
are juxtaposed against fossils, pictographs, birds and animals. 
Set within a background of floating plant forms, the images 
represent both a vanished world and the continuous natural 
history of plant lineages that sustain human life, delight the 
senses and inspire the imagination.



André Eamiello

Static’s Cave, 2014, watercolor, 8.5 x 11”

This piece is part of a body of work that utilizes organic 
processes to create a nature aesthetic. Matrices of variegated 
dots underlie larger biotic forms and environ-ments emerge 
from the succession of layers. The resulting geometries 
evoke tensions found in nature - the conflicting narratives of 
frailty and resilience.

Amaranth Ehrenhalt

Fringe Benefits 3, 2014, watercolor gouache and acrylic on 
arches paper, 30 x 22” 

Birds fly above
Fish swim below
We, in the middle,
Must protect them, though.

Alyssa Fanning

Splintered Mound (Mounds Off The Hackensack River: Post 
Irene series), 2012, oil on linen, 8 x 10” 

Splintered Mound, 2012 (From the Mounds Off The Hackensack: 
Post-Irene series) Following Hurricane Irene in 2011,  I began 
studies of the storm’s effects on the Hackensack River 
Watershed, NJ. The watershed contains lush ecosystems that 
are under constant threat of development: the Hackensack 
and its post-flood landscape presented a microcosm of a 
state of devastation that exists on a larger global scale. The 
subject of disaster and its ruins becomes a metaphor for the 
anxiety of our ecological decline.

Deborah Freedman

Goodnight Irene #5, 2012, oil on board, 16 x 20”

Goodnight Irene #5 is part of a series done during 
and after Hurricane Irene that brought so much 
devastation to the area of the Catskill Mountains 
where I live part-time. I wanted to depict how dark 
and frightening the sky and water became as the 
storm grew nearer and even after it receded. The title 
Goodnight Irene is a pun on the childhood folk song 
I loved and became to mean something so different 
after the storm was named for her.

Moira Geoffrion

Feeding, Blooming, 2013, oil on board, 18 x 30” 

Are Bees the Anthropocene’s “Canary in the Cage”? 
Bees pollinate, bringing to life nature’s landscape the 
food we eat, in profusion.  Have you tasted a teaspoon 
of Agave honey? Drought, dust, hormones, pesticides, 
transcontinental viral pathogens -- all products of 
human action now threaten bees everywhere.  Do we 
know what we do?    

Owen Gray

Nocturnal Chaos, 2012, oil on panel, 23.5 x 22.5”

In Nocturnal Chaos perched insects, spiky cacti, balloons 
and winged creatures fall and spin in chaos. Light 
glows from below through the debris and confusion. 
Gray draws inspiration from Florida, the Southwest, 
zoos, gardens and museums. The work’s lighting, 
composition and dynamism are influenced by Tiepolo, 
Goya, Bosch and Bruegel.



Jeanne Heifetz

Surface Tension 22, 2013, quartzite, copper, graphite, bronze, 
zinc, nickel and wax, 24 x 24”

“Chaos is perhaps at the bottom of everything: which would 
explain why perfect order is so rare and precarious. Hence we 
may say paradoxically that a fresh recognition of chaos at the 
heart of nature may mark an advancement in science.”

- George Santayana

Aimee Hertog

Topography 3, 2014, mixed media on canvas, 10.125 x 9.25”

Topography 3 features the colors white, blue and red, the colors 
of the US flag. The work resembles a landscape that has been 
turned sideways, and a mountain is obscured by an onslaught of 
material, perhaps snow or something more sinister, and the red 
references blood.

Callie Hirsch

Sea Life I, 2012, iridescent acrylic on black paper,  22 x 18”

We have been made aware of the ever-growing Pacific trash 
vortex; have seen the pictures of fish being cut open to expose 
plastic pieces. Carelessly thrown away plastics end up in our 
food supply as well as strangling the creatures we carelessly 
coexist amongst.  We must show more awareness in how we 
are poisoning ourselves and other living things.

Jim Holl

View Along Catskill Creek, 2008, oil on board, 12 x 12”

In 2001, I began taking photographs of the dirt beneath 
my feet. In January of that year, I took a trip to Joshua Tree 
National Park and a ride in a small airplane to photograph 
rock formations on the desert floor.  From that height, they 
reminded me of the dirt beneath my feet. The arrangement 
of the rock formation expressed randomness.  It occurred 
to me a thoughtful compositional placement of rocks can 
also express randomness. Like painters of old, I went to the 
Hudson Valley to revere nature. Catskill Creek is one of many 
paintings from a series I call  Indeterminate Landscapes. 

Cornelia Jensen

Icarus, 2013, rusty can, locust, twig,  6 x 3 x 3”  

Ranging from landscape painting to found-object assemblage, 
my work explores the context of humans in relation to their 
environment. By merging human-made and natural images, 
my work uncovers conscious and unconscious narratives that 
are embedded in the objects and scenes themselves. I see how 
humans are part of nature.

Selina Josephs

Anemone, 2013, pencil, mylar, collage, paper, 18 x 24”

By piecing together imagery from different sources,  I create 
‘new species’ that are a conglomeration of animal parts 
as well as man-made/altered objects. I use imagination 
to describe nature and our unplanned influence upon it 
which brings forth questions concerning our actions and 
their effects, our knowledge of science, and the modern 
‘disconnect’ from nature.



Gwendolyn Kerber

The Temperature of the Air II, 2012, oil on polyester, 23 x 24”

It is clear that the natural world, that we so completely depend 
on, is besieged by stressors on every front. While my work deals 
mostly with painting issues, my love of the natural world is always 
present.  Environmental concerns are very important to me and I 
do a good deal of related political activism in my daily life.

Elizabeth Knowles

Arctic Fox, 2014, acrylic, pen on masonite, 10 x 10”

In tribute to the 50th anniversary of the Red List (the Intern-
ational Union for the Conservation of Nature’s list of endangered 
species), this series of paintings depicts a diverse range of species 
threatened by climate change.

Kathryn Kosto

Composition: thawing I, 2014, mixed media (vegetable fiber 
forms over watercolor), 6 x 8”

The humble but vital process of composting, when plant 
materials dissolve and are stripped bare, inspired me to create 
forms from vegetables, layered over watercolor and interwoven 
with plant-based fibers. This study of re-composing suggests 
microscopic change – a fragile, yet hopeful model of renewal 
suspended in counterpoint to our vast, rapidly changing global 
ecology.

Ellen Kozak

In Blue Water, 2013-2014, oil on panel, 23 x 25”

I have always been fascinated by water. A river’s vast 
reflective surface collects light like a giant watery lens. For 
me this phenomenon is a portal into states of liminality. 
Years of scrutiny observing small changes—both natural 
and man-made—has also led to a commitment to 
environmental activism that informs my practice.

Rebecca Last

Studies in Light & Energy No. 90, 2011, acrylic on canvas, 
9 x 12”

My artwork fixes lost moments experienced from a single 
primary source which is my studio’s view across a northern 
lake. For a decade I have reworked these overlapping 
memories in a kind of charged, automatic and visceral  
response to varying connections between beauty and 
chaos in our environment. 

Lee Lee

Bleed: Infected Aspen Grove, 2012, oil on shotgunned 
plywood, 24 x 24” 

Strained by long term drought, Aspen attain a virus which 
makes them “bleed” alizarin red sap. Their thin white bark 
gives them a corporeal appearance, echoing the ways 
our own bodies suffer. The violence of using a shotgun 
in making the work represents the disastrous ecological 
impacts of the Anthropocene.



Gwyneth Leech

City Edge Meander, 2011, oil on paper, 16 x 20”

City Edge Meander is part of an ongoing series of paintings called Marsh 
Lines, inspired by aerial views of the salt marshes along the New Jersey 
Coast. I am fascinated by the organic patterns in this important but 
largely invisible ecosystem, increasingly interrupted by the Euclidean 
geometry of human activity.

Pam Longobardi

Untitled for Greenland (rising waters), 2012, cyanotype on paper with ink, 
gouache, acrylic, pigment, devalued currency, collage monuted on wood 
panel, 30 x 22”

I utilize the genre of landscape painting to investigate the problematic 
psychological relationship between humans and the natural world while 
simultaneously suggesting an interconnected fate.  My paintings warn of 
untold changes, exploring the imaginary and near-real, while envisioning 
a lessened human footprint and nature as an ultimately powerful and 
enduring presence.

Claudia McNulty

Corn Fed Obscurity and Darkness...Fertile Ground, 2014, latex on paper, 18 x 21”

As an artist living in this time of America’s corporatocracy,  I am compelled 
to engage in the issues that confront me. Food  is war.  One  must  remember  
Henry Kissinger’s quote, ”Who controls the food supply controls the 
people.” Obama appointed the past vice president of Monsanto‘s public 
policy Michael Taylor to be Deputy Commissioner for Food at the FDA,  
while Michelle plants an organic garden on the White House Lawn.

Clayton Mitropoulos

Man Date Night 2075, 2010, oil on masonite, 12.5 x 13.75”

I got a taste of toxic air from the Gobi Desert during my first trip 
to Beijing, China in the year 2000. This yellow dust from the Gobi 
contains many heavy metals, as well as viruses, bacteria, and 
pesticides. The Chinese people go about their lives just wearing dust 
masks for protection from the contaminants. The painting Man Date 
Night 2075, Man is dressed in the hood type respirator for better 
protection against the pollutants. In our future will we all be living 
in a science fiction movie running from one fresh air Sundome to 
another? Maybe or maybe not......but we will be wearing protection.

Kristine Moran

Wave 2, 2014, oil on canvas, 18 x 18”

Each Wave painting – a symbol for bodies of water – has been 
scarified in some way. The negating marks are indexical evidence 
of my forceful alterations made upon the Wave icon – a metaphor 
for the actions that humans continue to make that have a negative 
impact on the earth’s ecology.

Laura Moriarty

Supporting Evidence, 2013, encaustic, 10 x 8 x 3.75” 

Considering strata as historical formations, my studio practice follows  an 
ecological imperative where nothing is wasted. I save every fragment, 
embedding old paintings within new paintings. This process goes on 
and on, so that years of collected artifacts go into one of my imperfect 
and cross-sectional sedimentary beds.



Gina Occhiogrosso

I’m sorry you feel that way, 2013, oil on panel, 18 x 12” 

I am interested in unique personal experiences where life 
becomes untethered, and spaces become increasingly 
psychological. It is an insecure space from my childhood 
and a cautionary tale for our future. Elements dangle, 
merge and are transformed and color is acidic, referring 
to an otherworldly, prophetic landscape.

Sarah Olson

Yellow Bulb, 2012, oil on wood panel, 12 x 16”

In my painting, I play with ‘beginning of life’ stories, both 
religious and scientific. I explore alternate evolutionary 
scenarios, where birds and insects might reign supreme. 
I work with plastic waste materials to show how we are 
becoming the very trash we discard, through the water 
we drink and the air we breathe.

Paula Overbay

The Reluctant Firefly, 2011, acrylic on paper, 24 x 30”

I made a garden environment of azaleas, echenachia and 
jasmine to welcome monarch butterflies in my garden 
but they have slowly disappeared. The bees are making a 
comeback because neighbors have hives hidden on their 
rooftops. The songbirds and squirrels and moths are still 
here and the fireflies surprise me at night, the slowest 
and most ephemeral of all.  My ecology is tiny and local.

Dorothy Robinson

Yolanda, 2014, oil on wood, 9 x 12”

My paintings explore the sort of hard-wired connection 
that exists between humans and the earth, reflecting 
what I feel and know to be true about the reality of the 
rapidly changing environment. The beauty of the paint 
gives way to a landscape of disruption, dislocation, and 
turmoil.

Marjorie Portnow

Wilder Ranch, Santa Cruz, 2001, oil on panel, 6 x 12”

I often explore ecological issues by painting in “endangered 
ecologies”; marshes, parks, and farmland especially, 
often with evidence of human intrusion.  In this painting 
of Wilder Ranch National Park in Santa Cruz, CA., there 
is a planting of an artichoke field in the midst of the 
otherwise wild parkland.

Linnea Ryshke

The Fall, 2013, oil paint, 16 x 24”

Placing ourselves at the top tier of life, we, as humans, 
tend to disregard the effect of our imprint on the 
world and its life forms. I use Fragonard’s painting, 
“The Swing,” a Rococo painting about frivolity and 
excess, to show our passivity to the weight of our 
wastefulness.



Eleanor Schimmel

Loxdonta Africana = conservation status, endangered, 2013, oil 
encaustic, 12 x 12”

“We need another and a wiser and perhaps a more mystical con-
cept of animals. We patronize them for their incompleteness, 
for their tragic fate of having taken form so far below ourselves. 
And therein we err, and greatly err. For the animal shall not be 
measured by man. In a world older and more complete than 
ours they move finished and complete, gifted with extensions 
of the senses we have lost or never attained, living by voices we 
shall never hear. They are not brethren, they are not underlings; 
they are other nations, caught with ourselves in the net of life 
and time, fellow prisoners of the splendour and travail of the 
earth. “ - Henry Beston “The Outer Most House” 1928

Gwyneth Scally

Sebastian’s Pelt, 2011, oil on duralar over digital print, 10 x 10”

This work investigates the historical underpinnings of our attitude 
towards the natural world. In this series the Romantic movement, 
with its emphasis on transcendent and sublime natural encounters, 
is implicated in depictions of literal Harlequin romantic melodrama, 
undershot with grim humor and a sense of mortality.

Elizabeth Stanek

Overlaid/ Undermined, 2013, paper, mylar and inks, 18 x 20”

Overlaid/Undermined is part of a series of collages based on climate 
change. Through the juxtaposition of aerial perspective, graphics, 
and pictorial imagery it invites the viewer to consider how the 
nature and scale of human activities impact the ecological systems
of our planet.   

Josette Urso 

Ice Bloom, 2014, oil on canvas, 24 x 30”

I make paintings working directly and urgently in response 
to my immediate environment. My ongoing interest in 
the interaction of the urban landscape with the forces of 
weather is now accompanied by an awareness of a rapidly 
increasing instability. My painting reflects this accelerating 
change and sense of unpredictability.

Phyllis Stoller

North Cape Promontory, 2012, high-fired clay, underglazes, 
mineral oxides, 6.75 x 8”

This work relates to the process of geologic change, and is 
fabricated using clay and mineral oxides. Shapes, textures 
and grids are applied in low relief, and the piece is high-fired. 
My aim is to express earth forms in an animated living state, a 
time-lapse film from above.

Donna Talman

Maxing Out, 2013, encaustic, pen, ink, pencil on paper, 33 x 22”

During an artist residency in Venice I collected detritus along 
canals and incorporated it into my art. The water’s beauty 
helps us avoid seeing matter as foreign, to remember it’s 
potential toxicity and that much which is harmful is not even 
visible to the naked eye.



Sylvie van Helden

Growth and Decay, 2014, fluid acrylic, collage and ink, 19 x 15”

Growth and Decay alludes to artifacts of urban growth like the 
abandoned buildings that can be found in cities hit hard by the 
recent economic recession. These urban remains sit untouched 
except by the forces of nature. They serve as reminders of the close 
relationship between economic and environmental sustainability.

Marianne Van Lent

Earth Science II, 2013, fresco secco and dispersed pigment on 
canvas, 24 x 24”

Cosmology is a branch of metaphysics dealing with the nature 
of the universe, a study of its origins and the eventual fate of 
the cosmos. My paintings are an investigation and a reaction to 
our fragile position in the universe. Filtered through memory, 
the work examines the interactions of body and earth ecology.

Lauren Watrous

Goldie, 2013, oil and mixed media on linen panel, 9.75 x 11.25”

My research focuses on a point between hard science and raw 
emotion where the visual contradiction is one of a beautiful 
landscape concealing the ways it is being destroyed. 

Brahna Yassky

Death Valley Days #2, 1990, oil and pigment on copper, 16 x 12”

This work, one of a series of 20, inspired by the constant 
transformation of the landscape of Death Valley due to the 
interaction of time, light and the chemicals and minerals 
composing and decomposing the rocks is a metaphor for the 
larger global transformation. The mutability of copper is an 
essential element in showing the change over time on the 
surface of an environment - a concern and theme in my work 
since 1989.

Joshua Willis

Oblivion 3, 2012, oil on panel, 23 x 19”

Out of a need for material comfort and perpetual economic 
growth, we despoil the landscape and displace entire living 
communities. But eventually the trees will protest our hubris, 
the land will shrug off the weight of factory belts, as a layer of 
sediment covers the fossil of a forgotten civilization.

Joyce Yamada

Untitled (jellyfish, human), 2008, oil on gessoed paper, 
archivally mounted on panel, 30 x 22”

Natural history and ecology inspire my work. This painting 
evolved from my WaterHuman Series, in which I envisioned  
humans made of water--wandering through forests and 
museum storerooms, evaporating in heat, collapsing on the 
beach like jellyfish. Jellyfish thrive on global warming; will 
we? 



Jave Yoshimoto

Spray Dog Strut, 2011, spray paint, laser cut illustration on 
wood, 18 x 32 x 1”

Like other living beings in the world, we interact with 
our environment. However, our interactions are with 
concrete consumerist structures rather than with the 
natural environment all creatures were initially born 
into. We are driven into being mindless slaves to the 
economic infrastructure born out of greed.

Sung Won Yun

The Two Silences of Heaven and Earth, 2010, pen, ink 
and acrylic on canvas, 30 x 30”

I seek representing evolutional dynamics in an emotional, 
pictorial space by creating microorganisms floating in their 
own universe of infinite temporal layers. Accumulation of 
such laters implies homogenization of individual memories. 
The microorganisms interact with a dynamic trajectory, 
linking the past and the future in the stillness of the 
present. 

Deborah Zlotsky

Primblurter, 2007, powdered graphite on mylar,  3.5 x 5”

I search for signs of life by manipulating powdered graphite 
to document what I imagine I see as the velvety material 
is smeared, painted, blown, and erased.  While the results 
are fictitious, the concreteness of the forms I conjure up 
blurs boundaries between what we identify as natural and 
as credible.
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